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SOCIOLOGY OF SMALL GROUPS AND SOCIOMETRY 

IN CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIOLOGY 

Neither research nor theory in the ťiield of small social groups can 
boast of anything like a l'Dng tra·dition in Czechoslovak sociology. The early 
more significant .ampirical studtes of the thirties were centered on research 
into individua! sociral strat1a, i. e. the working daS!s, the int1elligHntsi.a, the 
peasants, on problems of local com:munities, to a certai:n ·extent on those nf 
ur.ban agglomerations but not of small social groups. A oerta.in exception can 
be seen 'in the work pionnering to a certain degree - of Otakar Machotka 
K sociologii rodiny (On the Sociology of the Family)1) in which famUy is 
conceptually analyz·ed, from the point of view of a group, on the one 
hand, the group being defined 'in the given c-ont·ext primarily by the fact of 
1nteraction fbetween individuals of whom it 'irs made up, and from an insritut
ional point of vi·ew, on the other. As for methodology, Machotka lays stress on 
empirtcal approaches - :e. g. observ.ation, use of querstionnaire, statistical eva
lua'tion processes, etc. and rej,ects the a priori construed conceptual scheme 
that i1s not suUiciently ba.sed ·on -empir]cal material.2) Yet not -even in Ma
~clrotka's-study~ was the concept of "small group" applied as an analytical 
conceptual tool, whioh is easy to understand if one considers the fact that 
in the early thirties the sociology of small groups was Vlirtually only making 
fi.rst steps towards constituting itsrelf. &ather diff.erent vtew-po'i-rrts were applied 
to the probl·em of the family by Arnošt Bláha, the most ·emtnent representative 
of the Czech Structural School in sociology,3) who set aut to follow- though not 
ln a strictly empirical way - the changes 'in family relationships and tn the social 
functilons of the monogamous family Whlch in their sum total are descflihed as 
astate of cr:úsřs the ·causes, conditions and consequences of which must be sub
jected to careful •analysis. It is not without intevest to not'e that in hís study Bláha 
a:rit'icipates a great deal of that which today forms the subjrect of lliterature -
nowadays already extensiv•e - which examines the bearing of industrialtzation 

1} O. Machotka: K sociologii rodiny. Příspěvek k metodám empirické sociologie (On the 
Sociology of the Family. Contribution to Methods of Empirical Sociology), Prague, 1932. 

2) The results of Machotka's researches were not published until 1939-41. 
3) E. g. The Contemporary Crisis of the Family. Prague, 1933. 
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process-es and of ~ndustrial society upon the •structure, position and function of 
the family 1in modern societies.4) 

Thus family was the only type - moreover, an outstandingly specific one -
of a small social group that had been invesUgated in great·er detail and theo
retically analyzed in the fi.rst stag,es of d.avelopm-ent of Cz-echoslov1ak sociology. 
This, for that matter, ts in harmony with development trends in world sociology 
where, too, research in to family ( e. g. in the work of Durkheim, Le Play, in the 
American sociology of Elwood, Cool·ey, Ogburn and Groves) preoeded the study 
of other typ-es ·af small groups and the dev1elopment of a general theory of 
small groups. 

However, in the forties and Hftries Cz.echoslovak sociology not only lost 
continuity with its own •earHer development but also its contacts wlth worl-d 
sociology. 

In the first stages of its further development, th~s time on the basis of Marx'ist 
philosophy and general sociology, it had 'Suffered from supercrittcal and oft.en 
ov.arsirnpliifying approaches to mi·crosociological probl,ems wh1ich were in many 
respecrs not unlike those critliGisms of -empirical sociology that we can read 
in Sorokin's works or, though a.dmittedly ·from other points of view, in a study 
written by Horowitz.5 ) The classioal Marxist tradiUon of thought, moreover 
conspicuously deformed 1in the fifties, haid laid stress on the study of macro
structural movement and changes, the study of microstructural problems being 
regarde-d as a kind of escape from the topioal problems of r.estructuring the 
property and 1soctal relations. It was only the relativ.ely st~abl·e way !in which 
the 1newly ,set up social ·structure worked that made it necessary, ·ev·en on 
practical grounds ('in much the same :way as 'in the Amerioan society of the 
thirties) to undert:ake a more syst•ematic study <Of small .soc[al groups which 

"' "·~·uplerate"~·~tlT"~c·erta:i:n:· ··organizatrónar systems an:d niodify their working. Leaving 
out of account the shortlived perJiod of opposition to mi•croo'sociology ba:sed on 
ideological grounds then not even th'is phenomenon- the relatively late awaken
ing of interest in microsociological pr·o'bl:ems - was histor'ically runíque or ex
ceptional, a syst-ematic investigation of microsocial processe'S and structures, 
their control and ·restructuring being po:ssibloe only ;in a society where the 
fundam.ental problems of m:acrostructural set-up have eHher been solved to a 
substantial degree, or where this set-up is at least stabilized. 

Unl'ike PoHsh sociology Cz.echoslovak sociology did not pass through a pron
ounced stage of "American~ization", this being the ca se in spíte of the extra
ordinary aHention whi-ch ha1s been devoted e. g. particularly to American micro
sociology. To av01id terminological misconeoeption let us put it on re.co:rd that 

4) For survey and critical analysis of these writings, particularly of those published 
in the USA and in Germany see J. Klofáč and v. Tlustý, Soudobá sociologie (Contem
porary Sociology), Vol. II. of their extensive monograph, Prague 1967. 

5) Cf. The New Sociology, New York, 1965. 
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we share a certain re.serve towards the term "microsociology" as formulated by 
Lazarsfeld6) in group situations ( social psychological aspect), the study of the 
rise, dev-elopment, functioning and structural characteristics of small groups, 
of their mutual relations and their relations to organizational system with 
which. they ·are connected ( sociological aspects). Thus this set of problems had 
not been taken over "from outside" but began to develop on the basis of in
ternal social needs and the research int-erest evinced by Czechoslovak sncio
logists. The consequences of this were, on the one hand, pnsitive in having 
prevented a mechanical transfer of empirical findings which has been formu
lated in a different sociocultural sphere to an lnadequate environment, while, 
on the other hand, the set of terms already worked aut and conceptual schemes 
and espe'Cially the available research technliques and procedures were not 
utHized.7) 

To begin with, interest tn small-group problems ·is focussed almost ex
clusivel y on the r'esearch of work groups, and esp-eciall y on their specific type 
ari,sen lin the late fi'fti'es, on the so caUed Brigades of Socžalžst Work. Though 
this problem orientation did to a great extent reveal ideological pressure to 
the effect that a majoi'Iity of the studies devot<ed to these proiblems consisted 
of apologies of the soctal significance of the Bri·ga.des of Socialist Work rather 
than their actual sociological analysi's, the choi•ce of the problem in que'Stion 
was 'in itself justifiied. The fact is that in 1962 the Brigades of Social'ist Work 
mov-ement involved 905527 p-ersons, i. e. 7,9 per cent of the economically 
active population, the number of groups competing for the title of Bvigade of 
Socialist Work amounting to a tot(ll of 83963. From the sociolog1cal point of 
view the d.nteresting aspect of the problem was that it was an attempt to util'ize 

·····-·····"·····---1'S!§Í~ID~it!iQ:9-Jly __ }lc:l'J:l_~fc:l~IIlal interpersonal relationships in the work gruup as 
well as :i:nteraction outside work it'self (joint attendance of ent<ertainments, 
mutual visits, excursions, et•c,) for raising the effectiv·eness of work, for mo
difying the psychological atmosphere in the group, and for internali'zing soctal 
norms. However, an anal ysis ·of this movement in current sociological terms 
form1al and :non-formal structure and organization, rinternaHzation of norms, 
identific,ation with the group, attractiveness of the groups etc.- was practically 
not ·effected untlil the time when the movemen1: had become formalizH>d to such 
a degftee that it ce;ase.d to fulfil its planned social mi'Ssion.BJ The fir1st extensive 

6) P. F. Lazarsfeld "Methodological Problems in Empirical Research" in Transactions of 
the Fourth World Congress of Sociology, Vol. II, London, 1959. 

1] This phenomenon was also undoubtedly connected with the absolute shortage of foreign 
literature as late as the late fifties, most of the information being frequently taken 
over "secondhand", e. g. from Polish sociological literature, particularly from works 
by Matejko, Hirszowic, Kowalewska and others. 

8J See M. Petrusek: "Non-formal structure and formal organization of an industrial ent
erprise in: Sociální struktura socžalžstžcké společnosti ( Social Structure of Socialist 
Society), Prague, 1967. 
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empirical research in to Briga des of SocJ.alist Work, (i. e. in eff.ect the first 
major ·empirical sociolog~ical research after 1948 in generel) was undertaken 
by a research team headed by Pav-el Machonin in 1960. Tbe concep"f:iion of ·the 
research proceeded from the presupposd.tion that Brig1ades of Socialist Work can 
be conceiv·ed as very special social groups in wh'ich the basic development 
characteristics of prncesses in the society as a whole are reflected.9) As a 
result, the subjoect of the analysis was the link between these groups and certain 
organizational ~ar macrostructur.al processes and characteri:stics rather th.an an 
analysts of :interna! structure and workings of these group.s themselves. Thus 
the analysis had been carried aut stili in terms of the classi·cal Marxist socio
political theory ( division of l1aibour in to phy,sical and int·ellectual, consciousne.ss, 
spont·aneity, collectivity, etc.), the ultimate aim bei:ng a1n attempt at working 
aut a syntheNc, complex characterization of socialist society. It is only natural 
that the Iogical continuation of an investigation conceived in this way was not 
a systematic exam'i.'nation of microsociological problems but an extens1vely 
conceiv·ed emptrical research tnto the social structui~e of Czechoslovakia, parti
cularly of verti-cal social diff.erentilatian ( straťification) and mobility.lO) 

It is interesting to note that even in this investigation a certain att.ention 
wa1s pa·id to· microrsociological problems which were .emp'irically investigated 
on the bas'is of a modifi.ed soGiom-etric technique. We proceeded from the presup
posi'Uon that analysis of .inteDaction patterns derivHd from the analysis uf the 
respondenťs basic social charact,eristics which in their 1sum total made it pos
sible to construct a syntheti:c index of soc'ial status (·income, occupational 
positlion, education, part tak,en in power and control, style of life), and ·a number 
of other chavacteristios ( pr.estige, mobility path, ethnic and national'ity member
ship, age, looaHty etc.) will enabl'e us fo give at least a partial a.nswer to ques-

~"e-~-..",-~-ft"'~'" ... ~ ... ".",.~"·"'""'""'"""~'"~'·""'-'··· - 1 •• o,",.,,_""''~.,,~,.,_.",.,.,,,.,.,_,,.,,·-, ' 

tions relating to the open or closed character of sodal strata, social distance, 
and to some potential determinant of 'interaction and sociopref,erential ori,ent
ation.11) 

Microsociology tinself then developed - with cont-i:nuing speclific interest in 
Brigade1s of Socialist Work - on the basis of special sociologioal disciplines, 
particularly of the ~sociology of 'industry, of agriculture, of the arníy, and of educa
tion. Howev.er, investigations carried out after 1960 alrea·dy bear marks of 
famil'iarity with the basic microsociological literature as well as with research 
techniques currently appUed in western sociology. 

9) Brigády socialistické práce a sociálni přeměny naší společnosti (Briga des of Socialist 
Work and Social Changes in Our Society), Prague, 1963. 

1°) For an account of the project of this research see the Proceedings of the Sixth Socio· 
Zogical World Congress at Evian, 1966. 

11J Cf. M. Petrusek, Contribution to the Problems of Social Interaction, Preference and 
Distance in the Research into Vertical Social Differentiation and Mobility of the Cze
choslovak Population, Sociologický časopis (Sociological Journal), Vol. 6, 1967. 
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Let us give at least by way of illustration an outline of the information on 
two int·eresting investigations of work groups. E. Horáková studied a set of 
work groups in agricultur:al product:ion. The basis adopted for a descriptton of 
the set was the kind of work performed ( animal and plant production, use of 
agricultural machines and others), age and sex (let rus mention an 'interesting 
fact that 99 per c.e.nt of all the kinds of work in which agricultural machines 
are used are performed by men); work groups were subd'ivided as to size (74 per 
cent of all groups studied being composed of 3 to 10 members, the r·est of ll 
to 21 members). Other problems studied by the author d.ncluded the pro!blem 
of leadership 'in the work group, the charact•er of insid·e-group relationships, 
identification with the group, and i'nteractlion outstde work itself. Thus it was 
ascertarined that 94 per cent of the group leaders had been el•ected by the group 
mem'ber·s, the criteria for the I.eaders' choice having been latd down by the 
group itself - so that at least 'in the 'in'itial stages of dev-elopment of these 
groups the leaders' non-formal authoflity had been ensur:ed. 30 per cent of the 
leaders were at the same time formally nominat·ed leaders of workplaces in 
which several groups were concentr1ated from the organizational point of view. 

The analysis of th1e leaders' psychological and soctal characteristics yli:elded 
an unambiguous conclusion that ieaders were capable p~eople with regard to 
their profession, their character and the quality of their work, their age being 
lower than the age average of the groups they wer.e leading. ( This phenomenon 
is, of course, to be attributed to the generally hig.h age average of persons 
engaged in agricultural productio:n). Intragroup relationships vv:ere studi·ed, the 
technique appHed being that of 'interaction observation and consequently !1.10t 
one of the soc1ometric techn'iques. 59 per cent of 1.he collectives studied borre 
the characteristic tDaits of soltdarity, a high degree of coop·erat-ion and mutual 

···- ~~as'ststa::n:c·e;~m·4l·pe·r cent of those collectiv,es major or minor elements of strain, 
conflict and contr:a·d'ictions were to be ·observed. Working eff.iciency was in an 
unequivocally positive correlati.on with the characteristics of intragroup rrela
tionships. Further, it was established that the type of ·intragroup rrelationsh'ips 
depended, t·o a significant degree, on the ibasic characteristics of the workplacH, 
particularly on economic results achieved, on technological processes applied, 
and on the. way work was o.rganizred. What the .analysis of group behaviour 
proceed.ed from was an analysis of the manner in which group norms arise, 
especially those gover:ning group co-existenoe coupled with an analysis of 
deviant behaviour. It was ascert.ained that in most groups these questions were 
not top:ics of discussion or of more general inter.est so that notions about the 
norms of group lif.e were r·aťher vague, or at any rate - si·nc.e the problem 
UJnder ~e:x:aminat'ion were Hrig1ades of Social,ist WDrk- not specific, Dnly 8 per c.ent 
of the groups being an exc.eption. It does not, therefor•e, ·occa,sion any surprise 
to find that in 82 peT cent of the groups norms of group co-existenc-e were 
be-ing violated to a prominent degvee, only 21 p·er cent of them reacting in one 
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way or. another to deviant or non-conformist behaviour. An interesting item of 
investigation with the group: the index of identification selected for this 
purpose being whether or not the member-group also served as reference group 

. for individuals. 33 per cent of the persons did not regard their own group as 
a reference group in any way whatever, 16 per cent did so only in the spher,e 
of behaviour at work. Consistent interaction outside work was observed only in 
5 per cent of the persons studi!ed, in 82 p.er cent there was such fortuitous 
occasiúnal interaction as is common 'in a local community and thus - from the 
point of view of the problem under observation - non-specific. However, 
in 13 per cent of cases interactión occurr•ed between families, in 10 per cent of 
them ev.en marital relations being affected. Thus although the findings reviewed 
here do not in any substantial way deviate from what ts comparatively well 
known from sociologi,cal literatura on the degree of interrelation between the 
individua! var:LaiJJles. studied, the entire inv·estigation (in the same way as a 
series of analogically conceived researches) brought pos'itive results, by having, 
on the one hand, enabled the investigators to verify a number of statements 
derived from literatura in the specific sociocultural field, while, on the other 
hand - from the point of vi·ew of the soctal function of the research under
taken - it enabled us to formulate certain empir1ically jusUfied ob}ections to be 
raised to the above-mentioned movement being idealized: the fact is that 31 per 
cent of the work teams studied did not fulfil the basic conditions for being 
actually regarded as Brigades of Socialist Work. 

In the •sphere of industrial sociology there have heen quite a num,ber of 
investigations, the most prominent among these being research into the shapi.ng 
of non-formal rela!'ionships ,inside the work groups and their ibearing on the 
feeling of satisfaction on the part of the-ir memlbers in their work, on work 
·efftcteucy,··as ·well as ·an'the occurrence of negative concomitant phenom·ena 
( absenteeism, cha:nging jobs, acddent rate, wastage etc.) Relat1ons between the 
degvee of cohesiveness of the giv.en work group measur:ed by sociometr'ic tech
niques and labour productirvity, and the ·occurrence of negative conoomitant 
phenomena, as well as hetween the type of leadership and the fe.eling of saills
faction resulting from work activity were ~examined by D. Langmeierová.13) 

As can be readily seen both the formulation of the basic rel.ationsh'ips ibetween 
the variables under ·examination and the choic:e of ibas-ic hypotheses was the 
"traditional" one, not differing in any sigrrificant way from the current approach 
to these problems adopted by industrial sociology. However, som'e f•indings 
were interesting, as some of the presuppositions Which had currently appeare-d 
in .literatura upon the subject were not borne aut by the investigation. What the 

13) D. Langmeierová: Infhíence of Interhuman Relations in Small Work Groups on Work 
Productivity and Negative Working Behaviour, Sociologický časopis ( Sociological Jour
nal) 1967, Vol. 5. 
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author prov,ed in the first plac,e was that in an· groups. with prevailing positive 
soC'iometric mutual selections a positive cortelation betw.een ·a high degree of 
the group's cohesiveness and work effic'i·ency can be esté).bli:shed quite unequi
vncally: thLs was typical of the highly cohesive groups that they, at the same 
time, interiorized the :norms latd down by the ent,erprise manag,ement. Further
more ·..,- though an 1indirect proportionality between group cohesiveness and· the 
rise of negative phenomena with regard to work it proved impossible to con
f.iorm - the -ex:iJstence of a dir1ect ~elationship was established between them (·e. g. 
betwe-en absente-eism a.nd the accident rate etc.). Nor was the presupposition 
that ťhe number of dissatisfied persons will be considerably higher in groups 
with an authoritarian type of control borne aut by the evidence in the same 
way as one failed to prove the dependence between the qualif'icatio:n index of 
the employees and their work efficiency. Of particular interest was the finding 
that the index of dissatisfaction was higher in cohes'iv.e groups than in groups 
with prevailing relationships of indifference ar antipathy: JJ.ere the more gene"' 
ral hypothesis of Dragoslav Slejška seems to have been eonfirmed claiming that 
though cohesive groups may be more efficient they do possess a remarkably 
more positive attitude to work, at the same time being more signif.icantly cri
tical of working conditions, manner of management, organization of labour, etc. 

Slejška dev·oted an ·independent invest'igation to this problem which though 
rather outside the scope of the context of 'SOciology of small groups i:s, ne
vertheless, of extraordinary interest in view of its conclusions. What he studied 
was the relation between attitudes t·o the individua! factors of the work process 
and the measure of satisfaction accorded to mnployees by the ent·erprise.14) 

The inv·estigation included, on the one hand, attitudes to social re1ationships 
in the work to the organizaUon and economic position of those working 
in the enterprise, to the character of work done, and to the physical conditions 
of the working process, and, on the other hand, the degree to which the 
employ·ee identified him ar herself with the enterprise, the criteria us,ed being 
those of the willingnes's to ·self-~denying ·and e~acting work, of the feeling of 
satisfaction prevail<ing in the enterprise as a whole and the willingness to stay 
on, or possiibly even to ·recommend to one's own children to chaose wor'k there 
as a career. The investjogation has show;n that there is a conspicuous relation 
between the positive attitudes to the individua! factors of the work prooess 
and the decl'ine in the measure of satisfaction accorded by one's enterprise, 
and, conversely, a relation between the growth of negative attitudes to the 
above-mentioned factors and the measure of satisfaction with the enterprise.15) 

14)' D. Slejška, Tendencies to the Reversibility of Factors of the Workefs Identification 
with the Social Systems of an Industrial Plant, Sociologický casopis ( Sociological 
J'ournal, 1967, Vol. 3. 

15) Of course, it is necessary to remark that it was only in the case of workers that this 
phenomenon was observed unequivocally; the interrelations between findings in the 
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This phenomenon is obviously rather difficult to interpret, if only because 
here we are concerned with a highly specific p'henomenon vaUd m:ore ap
propriately for economic systems with a highly centralized and bureaucratic 
syst·em of manag,ement. Here an assumption suggHsts 'itself - wh'ich would, of 
course, have yet to be verifiHd by independent research - that the negatively 
evaluated factors are of long-term character and that the workers believe any 
change in t'hem to be, for the moment, impossible and that moreov·er, these 
phenomena are to be .encountered universally in the entire sphere of industrial 
economy so that one's negative appreciation of them cannot; for instance, 
motivate one',s leaving the enterprise: these factors oan therefore b"e termed 
"habitually negative". In a similar way, positively evaluated factors are gene...: 
rally experienced as "pleasant", y,et at the ·same time, as "matter-of-course", 
and thus cannot be acknowl,edged as a suffic1ent reason for one's being satisfied 
with the enterprise as a whole. On the contrary, it is the factors wh•ich are 
of an exceptional rather than of long-term character that underae actual 
sat'isfaction with the enterprise. In this context the hypothesis on the domi
nating role of the character of interindividual relationships in the enterprise 
suggests itself since it is these phenomena that belong to the category of those 
that do not bear universa! and unchangeable character. 

Sl·ejš,ka's rHsearche1s into work groups have result<ed, among other things, in 
an interesting attempt at working out a structural typology of small groups_il'i) 
Theoretically, Slejška had originally proceeded from the more or less traditional 
Marxist notion regarding the collectivist character of socialist society as a 
whole in which attention was focussed on how to integrate the work group 
into the wider structural set-up and, conversely, to project collectivist social 

." .. X§ls!l:QD~S..bJP.~L~nq :I1grws pf sod:al co~existence into the life of the work group 
in modern industry_17) 

These rather a priori notions wer.a gradually overcome, this being also due, 
not in. the last instance, to the fact that the methodological tools avaHable at 
the moment do not make it possible to verify them adequately. On the other 
hand, particularly the use of sociometric techniques, including those methods 
wh'ich had until reoently been viewed riather as an obj<ect of "academic in
terest'' ( e. g. multiplication of miatriees) has r.esulted in a reorientation of 
problems, in the reformulation of hypotheses and of research aims. After a 
whole series of snciometric researches carried aut in the environment of indu-

group of technicians and officials correspond to the "common · sense" presupposition 
that the growth of positive attitudes to individua! factors tends to increase the me
asure of satisfaction with the enterprise as a whole. 

16) D. S.lejška, Sociometrické studie ( Sociometric Studies), Military P olitical Academy of 
Klement Gottwald, 1965. 

17) Cf. "Work team in the structure of socialist society" in: Social Structure of Socialžst 
Society, Prague 1967. 



strial ent·erprises Slejška suggested a preliminary typology of work groups 
based on the following indie-es: 

1. degree of differentiation of the group into subgroups; 
2. the group's degre-e of cohesiveness; 
3. ch:aracter of lllOn-formal authority in the group: whether non-formal autho

rity is concentrated in the "core" of the group, i. e. in a subgroup ma de up of 
a few members attached to one another by positive selections, or whe~her non
formal authority is vested in ,an ·individua!, or in a numberof mutually unattached 
individuals; 

4. degree of concentration of group structur;e: the author proceeds from the 
presupposition that the existence of su!bgroups need not always necessarily 
entail mere deeentralization of non-formal structure, in the case when all the 
subgroups are oriented towards the same central non-formal authority. 

Thus on t'he basis of these indices the groups under examination were dif
ferentiated into five fundamental types: 

1. groups with dispersed structul'le :and no subgroups: these are groups where 
sociopreferential relations ar>e only in the process of formation, or wher>e there 
is no objective precondition ( e. g. one given by the character of the production 
process) for such relationships to arise; 

2. groups with concentrated structure and no su'bgroups: these are groups 
wher.e non-formal authority is vested a single definite indivi·dual, or in a group 
"care" whic'h is not regarde.d as a subgroup in the proper sense of the term, 
since the positive orientation of the other memibers of the group to this core 
results in the lattm· not being perceiv•ed as a separat.e subgroup with decentra
lizing effects; 

-- ~--'--"3:-~grnups"wi-th concentrated structure and subgroups: the subgroups that ha ve 
arisen within the group ar.e mutually linked by sociopreferential relationships 
and show a uniform orientation to the same non-formal authority; 

4. dispersed structure with subgroups: there is no non-formal authority within 
the group and the subgroups that have eonstituted themselves are not mutually 
linked with soclometric selections, not .ev>en in a mediated way. 

There ar.e thre>e obvious merits in the propose•d typology: 1. it is deduced frmn 
empirical materials, and thus is neither an 1a ipriori construoUon, nor an ad hoc 
typology; 2. 1it enables the trrv-estigator to study changes in the structure of the 
group ·in ti'me and as depending on various factors in operation; 3. it can serve 
as a departur.e point for a finer typology which would also include "transitional" 
types, or ·even those groups (generally more numerous) in which the str:uctural 
characteristics of a number of speclfied "ideal types" a.re seen to appear. Final
ly, let us note that the typology has been derirved from an analys'is and com
parison of differentiated structures which appear and can be id1e1Iltified) in 
the application of differing s:aciometric criter-ia. 
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Apart from the researches quot.ed here by way ·of illustration which - as can 
be seen - were of theoretical character ( the departing hypotheses wer.e for
mulated, thre variatbles to be studi.e.d were specifi.ed and operational1z.ed, the 
conceptual scheme to be appHed having been preliminarily analyzed and some 
generalizations and hyp-otheses for further possible investigations having been 
formulated), a whole series of investigations were carrled aut which were 
rather of a utilitarian, practical, i. -e. sociot.echnical character. No useful purpose 
would be served. by describing them in greater detail, since these were current, 
essentially traditional invHstigations designed to restructure the groups, to 
modify interpersonal relations, identify authorities, to describe specific group 
norm's, etc. Yet it is essential to state this fact as -one bearing -evidence on the 
contemporary, and, to a certain extent perspective, orientation of Czechoslovak 
sociology. The "renaissance" of Czechosl.ovak sociology was associated, among 
other things, with widespread publicity given to social functions of sociology 
with special emphasis on Hs sociotechnical application, i. e. on the transfor
mation of sociology into engineering. ThÚs tn the minds of public opinion 
including thos.e of the leading politicians a simplified, yet unfortunately unequi ... 
vocal notion of sociology 1as an empirical disciplina became f'ixed whose onlv: 
sens-e is to gather together data relevant for practical life, regarding social 
processes and social behaviour. Thus sociology was reduced to a single one of 
its dimensions, to a single mndel of its internal structure, to Hs stngl.e social 
function. This trend which is lbeing only gradually overcom:e natuPally affected 
the sociology of small groups as well. It is only recently that a gre·ater analy
tical and critical aUention has- been devoted to the existing micr!Qsoc'iological 
theories, e. g. to the conceptions of Homans and ·Gurvitch, yet even this seems 
to be motivated by general theoretical intePests rather t'han hav.ing a space 

··nrr·7d"evercrpifig'Wrthfii' á specifically microsociological context; thus for instance 
Homan's way of buUding up a sociological system has been studied as one of 
poss'ible "ideal types" of the building up of general sociolrogical theory without 
t~aking into account 'its departing "object orientation" (the analysis of the so
called ·elementary behaviour, etc.). 

Dne of the attem:pts at gaining a more theoretical approach t•o some of the 
problems of the sociology of small groups is represented by Petrusek's study 
on soc'iametry18) which 'in addition to the ;necessary instructiv·e aims pursues 
some grenerally methodological and thenretical questions. The chuice of socio
metry as a point of departure for an .analysis of some pertinent questions of the 
theory of small groups and interpersonal relations was by no means fortuitous, 
particularly as within the context of sociology -going through a process of de
velopment on ~a basis of Marxist thought shared a paradoxical fate. The fact 

16] M. Petrusek: Sociometrie-teorže, metoda, techniky {Sociometry-Theory, Method, Tech-
niques ), Prague, 1969. · 
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is that it ·had been analyzHd either exclustv:ely as a substanUve general sociolo· 
gical theory in the classical shape that had been impressed upón it by Moreno 
as far back as the mid-thirties, i. e. as a concHption which is anxious to inter
pret some macrostructural phenomena and processes in a mtcrosociological 
"sociometrical" way and which leads to certain generally known ideological 
consequences; or, on the other hand, it was rather artificially segregated, only 
its concrete methodological, theoretical as well as generally methodological 
analysis. Thus a paradox occurs, sooiometry being, on the one hand, rejected 
en bloc as an unacoeptable general sociologioal theory, since it has been - in 
a not entirely justifted way- 'i-d.entified with its "classical" development variant 
while no account was being taken of its further development metamorphoses, 
while, on the other hand, 'sociometric techniques ha ve been applied ind:iscrimina
tely without the necessary preliminary analysis; frequently even without using 
the "éompromising name" ( thus sociometric test has be.en referr·ed to in some 
East German works as "test of the selection of partner", tn Soviet studies as 
"quantitative measurements in the investigation of a collectivity and the like), 
as the term soc'iometry appea,red to some authors to be encumbered with "unol 
desirable theoretical implications". In Czechoslovakia only a few 1isolated stu
dies in sociometry as a research technique had áppeared soon after the war, 
i. e. in 1948, and particularly 1in connection with pedagogy,19) and fnllowing 
the artificial intervention from outsM:e into the natural development of socio
logy not again until after 1963 when i trtied to po'int aut how unjustified it 
was to reduce sociometry both to its departure development variant represented 
by Moreno's dassioal work Who ShaZl Survžve and to Hs partial research t~ech-l 
nique.20J 

.. ~ ··~·" ... J2hY.s th!;LI=!.P<JY~ II:l~'IJ:~!I::?}:!e~ work shows sociometry to be an influential com
ponent of coiiTt·emporary substantiva theories ( the alr.e-ady ment'ioned Homan's 
theory of elementary behaviour, frustration th'Bory, theory of cogn'itive dissn
nance, etc.), and outlines prereqUJisites for conv·erting soci-o metry ointo an inde
pendant substantiva theory of sociopreferential behaviour. It goes on to analyze 
this as a research technique both from the viewpoints of tne traditional, "text
book" concrete ;soc1iological methodology (typology of tests, vaUdity of data, 
reliability of sociometric techni:ques, choice ·of sociometrlc criteria etc.) and 
from the viewp·Oiint of general methological probl>ems which in sociometry have 
become "entangl.a.d" in an extraordi:nary and very inspiring manner ( operetive 
defining, choic.e of indicators, character of sociometTic ind[oes, etc.) and which 
have not yet been analyzed in any greater detail in sociology oriented in the 

Hl) Cf. the study by V. Gádorová; The Sociogram Method, Pedagogická revue (Pedagogical 
Review) 1948, II. pp. 86 ff. 

20] M. Petrusek, Sociometrické techniky a marxistická teorie společnosti v Otázky mar
. xisticke; filozofie~ pp. 486 ff. ( "sociometric techniques and the Marxist theory of so.:. 

ciety" in "Problems of Marxist Philosophy"). 
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Marxist way, and last but not feast evHn from the·or·eticaf points of view which 
cannot, of course, be separated from a recapitulation and appreciation .af its 
historical dev·elopment. 

I proceed from the presupposition that in the development of s:ociometry all 
substantial trends of development of A·merican soc'iology from the th:irties are 
projected which are in their turn affected by sociom1et·ry as a research technique 
(and thus as an instrument .of the cumulation of immense empirical material). 
Thus the development of sociometry from the speculatlive vision of organization 
or restructu:ring of society ( the 1stage of pseudounity of substantive theory of 
the speculative type and of the relatively -exact m.ethologioal point1s of departure 
in the beginning of Moreno's creative activlities in the USA) through its link 
with a pronouncedly empirical current of American sociology to the contempo
rary stage of "searching for new theories" which are influenoed by sociometry 
not only by !its conceptual scheme and the immense number of empirical gene_. 
ralizations which it affords but also by having opened up a new set of research 
probl·ems as far as their ·objects are •Conc•erned, and thus even a sphere of a new 
possible substantive theory. 

An interesting - and to my mind rather essenťial - problem of sociometric the
ory is 'implted in the character nf sooiometric indices and of the oe_gt~al concepts 
of the sociometric conceptual scheme. It has been pointed aut on more than one 
occasion that the construction e. g. of sociometric indices ( and t'hus also the 
determination of centra! concepts) had been an ad hoc constructinn.21) Most of 
the cent·ral sociometrďc conoepts had be•en der'ived from a certain kind of ar
rangement of the empirical material which had been obtained by the application 
of soc:iometr[c research methods, and thus was not deduced from any expltcit 

···~·······theory··of····behaviour: · Thus sociometric operative defini ti on s are "quasi -operative 
definirtions", as they have not been introduced in dependenoe on some nf the 
eX!isting alternative definitilons of theoretical concepts but, on the contrary, 
their r•elation and the degree of theii· approximation to these alternative theo
retical definitions being sought ex post. Thus e. g. •sociometric indices of cohe
siVleness, ·integration, coher-ence Htc. though serving today as a us•eful to ol for com
parison of data obtained in several comparable groups have a small and often 
problematic explanatory value since they can hardly be brought into relation 
with any of the more elaborated theories of :small groups: they do not by them
selves expl'icitly relat.e anything aibout group cohesiveness, integration, coherence 
etc. in the theoretical sense. Thus it appears that a m:ore viable road towards 
theoretical integration of empirical material accumulated by socinmetry is one 
of buildli.ng up a partial substantive theory of sociopreferential behaviau·r the 

21 } Cf., for instance, J. Coleman, Mathematical Models and Computer Simulation, in: R. 
Fari~ (ed.): Handbook of Modem Sociology, Chicago 1964 
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subject of which is indirectly defined by the sphere of applicability of the so
ciometric rHsearch techniques, rather than one of seeking to link "soc;iometric 
empiricism" with the extsting theoretri.cal conceptions. It appears that the ex
istri.ng empirical materi1al could now be gathered 'into a partial - relatively 
close.d - system which would have the status of theory. 

Another problem impHed in this formulation is the pro:blem of universal oT, 
conversely, of !Specific charact·er of soeiometric findings. Though most authors 
presuppose sociopreferential behaviour wltich can be convincingly established 
in all sociocultural spheres to ibe a universa! human phenomenon, there has 
not yet been a sufficient number of emp'irical studies which woul:d permit us to 
formul,atH more signif'ioant statements conc·ern1ng the sp-ecific or, conversely, 
gen:er1al charac"ber of eertai:n ooncretoe expression -of soc'iopreferential belhaviour, 
of soci-ometric configurations, their determinants •etc. Thus while, on the one 
hand, a relatively universa! appl'icability of sociometr·iC teehniques appears to 
ha ve been more or less establri:shed as a fact, no "transfer" of relevant findings 
on sociopreferential hehaviour from one sociocultural sphere to another appears 
to be feasible. This naturally tends to complicate the problem of building up 
a more general substantiva theory whose expositional, or pns'S'ibly, predlctive 
value would not be limited to one or several oustandingly similar sociocultural 
spheres. 

In this connection it is f'itting to ob'serve that in work,s written by some so
ciologists of MarXIist orientation a notion has cr•opp•ed up that soci:ometry -
but also sociology of small groups in.general - is firmly Hn'k,ed not only with 
the spe>c.ifically Am·erican social environment but also with the p:r.acti'cal needs 
of the American society in a eertain stage of development.22 ) Of course this 

····<······-ll1flt.ion."'was.,..not ..... meant----to ... discredit soc.iology of s mall groups in- general but 
:r.ather to point aut its specific contemporary form, its being ti,ed down to a quite 
definite soctocultural sphere, and ťhus als~o the risk of transferr,ing ibasic e.mpi
rical Hndings (burt: possibly even ·conC'eptual schem'es) to other spheres in a 
mechanical way. A'S it happens thi:s notion is in harmony with Car,twright and 
Zander who state the pla<ce and time of the rise of group dynamics is condi
tioned by the existoe.ne<e of American 'Socioety ~in the thirties. which had created 
·favourable envi:ronmen1: for this intellectual movement to develop in.23] This 
statement is acoeptable illl 1so far as w.e assume - as I.'ef.erred to -abov.e - that 
the problern of research but also of influence upon group life is conditioned by 
the ·existenoe of a relativHly 'industrially ~advanoed and stabili•z,ed society wha.re 
the need for such research is felt more 'intensiv,ely than is the case in less de
veloped and less stable soclettes. The development of ·sociological thought in 

22] For instance in the study by tl1e Polish sociologist A. Kloskowska, "The problem of 
small groups in sociology", Przeglad sociologiczny ( Sociological Review), 1968, XII. 

23) Cf. Group Dynamics. Research and Theory; ·New. York, 1960, p. 10. 
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·ozechoslovakia (but not merely in Cz;echoslovakia)24) to pravé that heTe, too, 
a similarly "suitabl:e environment" has been form•ed. Howev:er, one quesrtion 
though supremely interesting one from the sociologioal point of view has not 
been pose:d yet, i. e. the question of a programmatic compar~son of ubtained 
empiri.cal generalizations within the framework of diffeT1Lng socioeconomic 
formations, i. e. of social systems .with diffeTirng property rlelations, differing 
structure of political power, diffei"ing mechanisms of integr·ation of individuals 
into organizational wholes and their rubstructure$, -etc. Put in a very general' 
- and thus in a not suffic.iently •exact - way the problem has not y1et been 
pos.ed whether the change 1in the macrostructural system that had - tn its basic 
dimensions - been stabilized at least in the sense that no qualitative transfor
maUon can be antic.ipated, has also led to a change ·in interpersonal relations, 
iiilteraction patterns, sociometric configurations, etc. The vesults ac.hieved by 
research into the ·style of lif.e of <Bconomic and political élites in Czechoslovakia 
though not yet evaluated se.em to offter such oomparison at least to a partial' 
and Hmited extent. 

Further more, the idea suggests itself that tne pe:dagogical. system of A. S. 
Makarenko; the Sovi·et educationist which had for a long Ume dominated not 
only Czechoslovak ·educaN,onal theories but also researc'h ·into interpersonal 
relations in the cl.ass at school (i. ·e. a sphere which is, after all, the traditional 
sphere of 1res-e.arch in the soc-iology of small groups) ·represents a spec.ific So-' 
vi:et variant of "group-dynamics", a variant brought to ltfe by the specific so
cial conditions and pracUcal requirements of Soviet soc.iHty ·in ťhe twenUes and 
the thirties, 1i. e. by circumstances and requirements of stmilar specif1c cha
racter as those .in the USA in rt:he thirties. Makarenko's pedagogical system 

..• , .... ,. ... was.-11Q.t .. ~:unlike the .. analy·sis - including sociological analysis ~ in··the s'ixties, 
particularly 'i'n Paland. 1t has been Hssentially established and wellnigh ge
nerally acknowledg~d that it represents a system whose pedagogical generaliza
tions and sociotechnical di:rectives ·ave not universally vaUd for social systems 
of the sociaHst type in so far a's they do not apply the "Soviet ~odel" of· so
ciaUsm.25) Makarenko's m·odel .af an i·de.al small group .1n which the educational 
and specially ·reeduc,ational process is to be put into practice is based on the 

24) A part from Polish researches (Matějko, Malewski, Malewska and others) one can 
quote the · comparatively intensive development of microsociological researches in the 
USSR some of which of course stili persist- verbally at least- in taking up a hyper
critical attitude to any attempt in the West pursuing anything like a more theoretical 
aim. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to note a rising standard of these researches, 
particularly in their methodology (e. g. in ,studies by Olshanskij), nor to discern first 
trends aimed at constituting a microsociology conceived in a Marxist spirit though 
formally this appears to be developing in psychological rather than specifically socto-
logical context. · 

25) Even in the latter case as proved by no other than the experience of Czechoslovakia 
in the fifties a mechanical application of Makarenko's pedagogical system results in 
a whole series of undesirable deformation in education. · 
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fact that Makarenko was working with youth that was morally neglectHd, oft·en 
even delinquent, whose notions about the norms of group co-exi~stenoe are 
simply unacoeptable for any educationlst as a starting point for the proce1s:> of re:
education. Thus the group had to lean back on norms that had been motivate:d 
from outside, on a set of comparatively tough sanctions by means of which the 
obsHrvation of these norms was being enf,orced, on the domination of the so" 
called ,;activH" of the group's "cor:e", i. H. a limitHd 111umber of per.sons who 
were, . on the one hand, aible lby reason of the.ir non-formal authority to influ
ence the other members of the group, while, on the. other hand, forming at the 
same time a connecting link betrween the pe<dagogue and the group, Htc. These 
wer.e i'n fact strongly aut'Dcratic groups which demanlded of the individua! to 
involve his entire personality in gr.oup Ufe, while not admirtting of any plurality 
of group membership (these were young people without any family ti es, their 
"group background" generally being th!;! gang), and in which ideological de
terminant of the tie1s between ~ndividuals etc. were strongly accentuated .. Ma
karenko's conoeption of "oollectivism and especially of the so-oaUed basi'C 
collective" some charactHristics of which are not unlike those of tne primary 
group found in Cooley influencHd for qui'be ,a long period researches ,ffito smaH 
groups carri'ed aut within the framework of pedagogy. Makavenko's emphasis 
on functional :elements· in interindividual relations, his Hfforts to pr·event the 
basic collective from reverting into a merely friendly configuration, into a 
"closed group of friends" inspire-d som·e studles in which "pHrsonal-selection" 
and "functional" relations were differentiat·ed also in terminology, the highest 
levHl of personal selection relationships being designated as "friendship", wh.ile 
the highest level of functional ttes was ref.e-rre.d to as "comradeship". It \s 

. ··-~-~!X ..... ~~!~!E:~! ... !.~.~! .~~y: ~.!t~p:I:pt at measuring either of these typ es of relation
ships called for the application of sociometric technique modif.ied in one way 
ar another, although vHrbally critical objections to sociometry were stili being 
raised. The most substantial of these was ;rhat sociometry overestimated the 
su:bjective realizatton · and Hxperience of intertndividual r.elationships w'hHe un
derestimaNng the significance of the "ob}ective sHuation": thus, for instance, 
it was claimed that in the research of l.ead.ership sociometry neglected the 
individual's objective prerequisites for le.ading people, and overestima,ted the 
views of group members on some tndivi.duals' capaciHes for le.adership. 

This objection rests partly on misunderstanding, or lack of methodological 
knowl<Hdge (the quH~tion here being particularly one of relation .between ob..; 
servation techniques and the s-ociom:etric test in a complex research into the 
basic structur·al chavacteristics of 1small groups), partl y on a mechanisticall y: 
interpreted Marxist concepHon of the Object-Subject re1ation. 

It i's only recently that a number of tnteresting empirical researches in the 
field of youth pedagogy and sociology have been undertaken which have not 
be.en Ued down by an inadequate conc.eptual sch.e1me, nor have proceeded from 
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unverifted ide.ological premises, particrulady from the presupposi:tion of a "cal~ 

1ectivistic character" of interindividual relationships which is more or less given 
by the collectivistic type of prop.erty relations. These include the researches of 
an extraordinary signif:icance 'by Juraj čečet'ka,2BJ a Slovak pedagogue, who has 
tried to establish the specifi.c cha~a,cter uf the formation of small groups among 

adol>esc-ents, both of those with a task dominant and of those formed spontane
ously .and based, therefore, primarily on soci,oemotional contacts and relation
ships. What the áuthor has aJbove all estabHshed ts readiness ·on the part of 
adolescents to join groups comprised of a larger number of members (10-13) 

which interestingly enough essenUally corresponds to the "limit :number" of 

the basic collective arrived at from observation by Makarenko, while, of course, 

it holds good that those groups in which more exacting claims were put on the 
partners were less numerous ( about 8 persons). On the other hand - as can be 

easily surmised - 'in all larger groups there arose a comparativ·ely small care, 

relatively more stable than the group as a whole. Furthermore, the f·act 
conclusiv,ely established by the author is t'hat the smaller groups formed by 
adolescents do not fulfil merely the function of a "defensiva set-up" of youťh 
in the se:nse of the so-called generation struggle between adolescents and adults 
but also the funcUon of protecting them from the anonymity of mass society. 
Independent attention was paid by čečetka· to prolblems connected with leaders 
and leadership in small groups of young people. He examined - essentially in 

keeping with analogical classical investig.ations pursued in other countries2B] -
a set of psychic and personality characte~ristics which are relevant for as
suming the leading position in the group, and cam·e to th:e conclusion, which 
appears to ibe convincing ·enough, that these tr:aits lnclude in particular such 

.. ~··"-"'characier:istics .as ... authority, organi'Zing ~abilities, resouroefulness, resoluteness, 
sociability, popularity in the group, and energy. Though he did not examine ťhe 
ways in which these traits were appr·ehended tnside the group (what may be 
assumed here is the possibility of tension ibetwe•en the "obj1e'ctively" established 
characteristics a:nd .Us evaluation by members of the group, an assumpti>on that 
is implied prrmarily ·in the sociometric approach to the problem of leadlershipl 
he essentially proved the interdep.endenoe between the leader's role and situ
ational fHctors: lHa.dership is a function of the situation, a finding that is borne 
aut !by a numiber of ·empirical studies as well as theoretical re.flections in other 

countries. From the empirioal material he went on to deduce three sociological
ly rHlevant conclusions whieh ·in their turn are not contradictred by findings 
established in diUerent sociocultural conditions: 1. the leadership rolH is un-

26] čečetka, Medziludské vzťahy a zoskupovanie mládeže (Interhuman relations and 
. the grouping of youth), Bratislava, 1967. 

28) Let us refer at least to the well·known research and secondary analysis carried out 
by Charles Bird as early as 1940: Social Psychology, pp. 377 ff. 
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stable in group•s of adol'esoents; 2. ad.olescents are not wUHng to accept ťhe 
leadership rol1e if H is formalized or institutionalized in a prominent way even 
if they possess the required personality prerequisit1es, with the proviso that the 
acoepta'Il'ce or ·refusal of the leadership role is stlibstantially conditioned by its 
general evaluat·i·on in the group's "public opinion"; 3. in some inform'al groups 
it was impossible to tdentify the leader so that it is 'evident that the presup
position - sometimes too apodeict1ically assumed - that the· leader's role is oc
cupied ·even when members of the group do not acknowledge Hs existence has 
no nniversal v.aHdity. 

L·et us also ref.er here to soc.iometric researches that were carried out - with 
regárd to age charactertstics - in analogical conditions, 'i. e. in the army.29) In 
one of these res-earches the way non-formal authority depends on the extent 
and the clear-cut character of interests of sociometric "stars" was examined. 
The tnvestigations have s'hown that non-f·ormal authority is highly correlated 
in a positive way with a smaller number of 'Clear-cut interests, i. 'e. that natural 
authority in groups nf soldiers i·s enjoyed iby indivtduals possessed of more 
profound knowledge and skills in one or but a few (usually related) dearly 
.defined spheres of activiUes rather than those with many none too stable 
interests. 

P.irst researches were also oarried out among juvenile delinquents serv,ing 
their time in prison. The investig•ations of the origin and character of inter
p•ersonal ·relationships l·ed to relativ·ely unequivocal conclusions that the rise 
of "fTiendship" in the current as well as the suci'Ological sense of the term· in 
the conditions of servtng the sentenoe in prison is rather sporadic, the socio
metri'c structuDe of the groups under investigation being dispersed, ťhe absence 
-ór~ffofFTořfil'a:r·~authdtity lbeing qiiíte obvious, while there is a tendency to vefuse 
sociometric sel·ection ("I have no one to choose", etc.) with predominating 
mutually negativ·e attitudes, ·etc. These Hndings though not having as yet · acqu
ired representative .character signali'zm the. existence of serlous problems in the 
re-eduoation prooess, ~and indi'cate the neC'essity of intensive sociological work 
in thts spher-e which has hithe-rto be-en negl,ected in this country.30J In re-c:ent 
years there has been some rdevelopment in the studies of hospital as a social 

system in which researches into interpersonal Tlelationshtps have also won 
the'ir plaoe - for the Nme ibHing, howev,er, between individua! doctors, be-

29) O. Piffl: Sociometrie, její vznik, vývoj a možnosti použití ·v marxistickém sociologic
kém výzkumu v armádě ( Sociometry, its origins, development and possibilities of 
application in Marxist sociological research in the army), Studies of the Military Poli
tical Academy of Klement Gottwald, 1965/4. 

30 ) Problems of deviant behaviour and sdcial pathology ha ve been the object of rather 
theoretical interest which has not yet found expression in móre intense research acti
vities and could not therefore result in any formulation ·of potential, sociotechnical 
measures. 
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tween doctors and nurses -etc. ·rather than studies of relationships between 
patients and the nursing staff, between individua! patients, etc. 

W-e now have to add a f.ew observatioillS on a field which - in view of its spe-. 
cific character - had constitute.ct itself a Iang time ago into an independent 
sociological disciplina which it is not usual to subordinate under t:he sociology 
o! small groups, i. e. on the sociology of the family. The family had been the 

. object of the researcher's lnterest ·even in the period when the right of socio~ 
logy to independent -exi:st;ence had not yet been officially acknowledge.d. It 1s 
natural on the whole, that the family, its position in the social structure, its 
bastc functions and development transformations weTe the object of thenretical, 
and not unfrequently of speculative, deUberations rather than of empirical 
research wh'ich has - only tn the last few y.ears - very substantially r-evised 
and corrected many an inadequate idea. Authors have failed· to Itnk their ef~ 
forts with the comparativ·ely rich theoretical as well as empirical tradition in 
the study of the family in ťhis country devoting their attention to probl·ems of 
the f.a·mily from 1ethioal and sociopolitical rather than sociological points of 
view. Hence the inadequate notions on the ~apid and radical transformation 
of ťhe f~mily's position in society in connection with the change in the latter's 
macrostructural organizati:on, on restructuring 'i'ts functions, on changes in the 
system of ~alues as well as in relations betwen partners. These notions, howe
ver justifi.ed they may be ·ethically and philosophically, have not taken into 
account the ·significance of the time factor, t e. the fact that substantial chan"' 
ges in this sphere dominat,ed more than others tby t·radition are not, and can
not ibe, matter of 10 to 15 y~ea:rs even should the macrostructural changes have 
such i:dHal character and social consequences as have heen theoretically envis .. · 

Here not unlike other spheres of ·social lif·e, a development tendency ar 
............... ---~-··-··"'"'""""••···=·········' 

perspective has been treated as reality. This is all the more paradoxical since 
the hžstoržcal development of the family - in a certain though not •s:ervile and 
mec'hanical dependenc-e u pan the analysis ma de by Engels31) - has r.eceived in
t<ense attention.32 ) The fir;st empirical researches had ibeen concerned with the 
notions aborut marit.al ·co-existence and its conditions 1entertained by young 
betrothed coupl,es, while recent :studies have been conc.errred with the family 

31) Cf. F. Engels, The Origin of Family, Private Property and the State. It was only in 
recent years that a number misrepresentations of facts by Engels often resulting from 
undue dependence on literary sources at his disposal at the time have been corrected. 

32) The first Marxist. works on the subject appeared as early as in the thirties written by 
S. K. Neumann, poet and writer. Cf. Monogamie (Monogamy), Dějiny lásky, 1932, (The 
History of Love) 1925, Dějiny ženy (The History of Woman), 1930. Though undoub
tedly works of high originality in their basic polemical cast and appreciation their 
sociological as well as historical value is problematic in many respects. An attempt 
at a similarly widely conceived view, though much more precise historically, is repre..; 
sented by the. extensive monograph written by. J. Klabouch, Manželství ,a rodina v mi
nulosti (Marriage and Family in the Past), Prague 1962, conceived, however, with 
an emphasis on the legal aspects of development. 
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as an independent socřal unřt. Actually, the book summarizing the study of 379 

mari"ied couples33J is the first emp'irical - well-grounded both theoretically and 
methndologically - publication on the subjeet sine-a the forties. Apart from its 
informative, L e. descriptive, soci:ographical value this study řs valuablH by 
rectifying, among other things, som·e unjustified notions whic'h have becomre 
fixe.d in the public mind and tn journalism. Thus, for instanee, it modifies the 

·rule formerly formulated_ in too explicit terms of "the attraction of the same 
social groups" and the rule of "the same ar approximately the same education 
of marriage partners": though 44,5 per oent married couples did have the same 
education ('aut of these as many as 46 per cent posses'S'ed only elementary ar 
lower secondary eduoation without the school-leaving examination), whereas 
cases ·in which women who were university graduates had partners with lower 
Hducation ťhan themselves represented only 26 per c-ent. This seems, therefore, 
to prove the hypothesis proposed by Berelson and Steiner, L e. that women 
tend to enter into matrimony with persons possessed of h'i.gher education whHe 
men tend to marry persons possessing lower -education than their ow:n.34) 

After all, similar, even more specif.ic findings were arrived at in the prelimi
p.~ary stage of research into social stratification and mo1bility already r:eferred 
to above where the obj'ect of study was socioprofessiunal homogamy followed 
on a six-grade 'scale of compl1exity of work: tendency towards homogamy was 
found to ibe most noticealblH in the first two categories w'here 67,2 per cent of 
flespondents live in matrimony with a person of the same socioprof.essional 
category: it is seen to ibe substantially the !oowest in the third category which 
is graded to a pronounc.e-d _degree "on a desc,ending scale" (74,7 per c-ent of 
wives belong to a lower category than the respondent). An -equally low horno
gamy is also to be observ-ed in the highest cat-egofi.es. 

·"·"···~"·-·Tn~ařiaTyzíií:g ·· théfr riú)tivátfori. fór contracting marriage both men and women 
attributed essentially the same significance to ťhe sam·e motives (lov·e and 
desire for understanding, tdesire for a child, for independence, for a home of 
one''s own, etc.). However, a pronounced diff.erenc.e was established in the 
evaluation of the sexual aspect of marriage which is mentioned as significant 
by every second man ibut only iby every fourth woman. rNor do the data regard
ing the sources of marriage conflict whe-re the HT'St pla,ce is taken by the 
ibringing up of chHdren and immediately the second place is occupi·ed by con
troveTsles concerning ďinances antd the way t'hey are to be used: thus the exis
ting material condition of the marri:ages under. observation is still far from 
making it possible for financial ·questions not to consNtute one of the determi
ning factors of maritai harmony. The author also focussed his atbention as 
a thing apart on attitudes to the employment of women, L -e. on a question 

33 ) S. Banhegyi: Sociológia súčasnej rodiny ( The Sociology of Contemporary Family J~ 
Bratislava 1968. 

34) B. Berelson, G. Steiner: Human Behavíour, New York, p. 306. 
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which is closely connected with som'e simplifying vi1ews on the emancipation 
of woman in modern society: 75,1 per cent nf men respondents are against 
women being employed, provided such activity is not a!bsolutely necessary from 
the financial point of view, while 51,7 per cent of women res·pondents hold 
the same view. However, the aHitude to wage-earning activity is diffierentiated 
according to age ( persons ibelonging to higher age categories taking up more 
expressly negative attitudes), and ~according to education (a ~r-elatively highest 
proportion of positive answers come from persons possessed of higher educ
ation who naturally often quote ot'her than pur.ely matertal motivations for 
taking up employm.ent). All these conclusions essentially fall in with analogical 
investigations carried aut in ·France,35) :in Austria, and in the German Federal 
RepubHc36). The :extent of the present :strudy does not permit us to report in 
greaMr detail on a number of further interesting Hndings, e. g. on attitudes to 

divorce, sex'll:al harmony in marriage, on parents' problems and the bringing up 
of c'hHdren, etc. What we have been conc.erned with is rather to illustrate the 
basic tre-nd in contemporary sociology of the ifamily in Czechosl'Dvakia: its 
charact.eri,stic feature 'is the 1stress laid on the cumulation of ~emp'irical material, 
the ende-avour to obtatn data which ·Could be oomparable with those ·on the 
situation prevailing in other 'industrial societies, with the Hrst attempts at gene
ralitzations based on the existing theoretioal conceptions but also with. the tradi"" 
Honal interest 'in historical aspects of the probl,ems and in wider, let us say mac
rostructual continruittes of the probl,ems followed. Further development of the 
sociology of the family is, of course, not in the I~east degree tiHd up with the 
l'evel achieved in the elaiJJoration of the general theory of small groups and on 
working aut specifilc res:earch techniques wh.ich has hitherto been limited to 

. '"<""";e~~-~-~-~.~~~:~~.t~gations, or poss'ibly a gruided intervi,ew. 

In an attempt to summarize bri,efly the present situation and ťhe principal 
trends of development in the sociology of small groups within the context of 
Oz·echoslovak sociology let us proce,ed from the presupposition that apart from 
non-formal ·or "unoffici~al" groups that arise outside the frameworfk of any 

institutional system the:re- arise, oper:ate, and function small groups in an basic 
instituťional systems, i. ·e. political', economic, religious 'SY'stems, etc. This uruder
Ues t.he interdisciplinary penetration of the sociology of small groups and of 
conc:rete sociologiJcal disciplines - i. e. sociology oif politics and political beh
aviour, ~sociology ,of i1ndustry, rural sociology, socLology of the army, of ~education,. 
of the family, and so on. We have tried to show at le.ast iby way of iHrustration 
that research into small groups has been going on in practioally all thes:e dis-

35J M. J. Chombart de Lauwe: The Status of Women in French Urban Society; UNESCO, 
Int. Social Science Journal, 1962, Vol. XIV. 

36) L. Rosenmayer: The Austrian Woman, žbžd. E. Pfeil: Die ErwerbsUitigkeit von Mi.ittern, 
Ti.ibingen 1961. 
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ciplines, with the possiibl·e exception of the sociology of politics in which the 
importance of small groups, particularly of non-formal and non-institutionali
z-ed groups (such as cliques, pressure groups, etc.) though verbally a<cknowled
g.ed and apprectated, has not yet been su:bjected to empirioal investigartion. T'his 
is, not in the last instance, given by the fact that the sociology of politics and 
political ~Sctence are at present - for understandabl·e reasons - fccussad ·in a 
more pronounced way on research in to, and analysis of, political systems, on pro
blems of tnstitutionalization of interests, and on the formation of int<erest groups, 
on the stage of the mechanism Df political power, and on the creation and op,e
ration of corr.ectives, whether social or civic, of th:e ways in which political 
power is exercised, •etc. However, invtestigations into the structure a.nd division 
of political power in local communiUes are under way in which appropriate 
attention will also be paid to the signifi!eance of non-formal affiliations. 

The sociotechnical, and thus of.ten onesidedly utilitarian, character of the 
investigations thart we-re being carried out had largely 'rel·egated into the back
ground problems of the general theory of small groups which ought to consti
tute the natural ( evre.n theoretical) foundati'On of ťhe empirie orientation of the 
individua! sociological ·disciplines . .Any cummrulation and generalization of emp
irical material in .its pTesent form ·is an rextraordinarHy difficult and oftten pra
ctically impossible task to accomplish. Similarly, little has been done in wor-' 
king ·out some ibasic m-ethodological pro'blems. An outstanding example of this 
is the fact that empirical researches remploy only a limited body of research 
techniques among which, as mentioned aibove, the pride of plaoe is occupied by 
sociomHtry. AppHcation of observation techniques has been sporadic, techni
cally far from perfect, and the relationship between data acquired by socio
m-et·J:t.f}··methods ... and observation techniques often remains unclarified. This ts, 
among ·other things, due to the fact that the importance of greneral soc·iologica.I 
methodology has not hitherto received :i.ts due mHasure of apprectation so that 
a majority of both methodo1og,ical manuals and treatises do not rise above the 
level of information on how to carry out and evaluate em!pirical researc'h. WH

hnut underestimating the :importanoe ·of such an approach, particularly where 
more complex quantitative methods are rconcerned, there appears to be a neces
sity for devoting 'a larger measure of attention to the more general implications 
of ·empirical research, to social determination of sociology, its social funetions, 
etc. 
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